Instructions for Ordering Copies of Stop
Federal Tyranny Now! CDs
The Stop Federal Tyranny Now! Project ("STOPFED") CD packets can now be ordered in
any quantity (beyond the minimum of 25) through VINPOWER DIGITAL INC., known online
as "Do A Disc", Inc. These CDs are designed to be given ONLY to state legislators.
A duplication job has been established with the necessary parameters, so all you need do is
contact Marcel Johnson as shown below and ask for a rerun of DO A DISC JOB #
S110315001. This will tell the company to run the same job, complete with labels printed
on the discs and sleeves (see next page for a facsimile of the labels). Marcel or another
employee will contact you with a quotation based on the quantity and your ZIP code (for
the shipping cost) and arrange for payment (you cannot pay through the website).
Again, the MINIMUM order is 25 CDs. You may order as many CDs beyond that minimum
as desired. Please bear in mind that the STOPFED CD packet consists of two (2) CDs – one
audio and one data CD. If you order 25 CDs, you will get 12 of the audio and 13 of the data
(or vice versa). So if you intend to distribute 25 packets, you need to request 50 CDs. If
you want to distribute 230 packets, you need to request 460 CDs. The good news is that
the cost per CD goes down for the more you order: as low as 28¢ each for 1,000.
To order, contact:
Marcel Johnson
VINPOWER DIGITAL INC.
Tel: 626-282-5300 ext. 102**
Fax: 626-289-8297
Email: marceljn@vinpowerdigital.com
MSN:marceljn@vinpowerdigital.com
Tell him you want to order a “Rerun of DO A DISC JOB # S110315001”
**I recommend calling Marcel rather than emailing him as emails can get backed up.
You are free to visit the website at www.doadisc.com, but this is not necessary if you want
to order only STOPFED CDs.
The audio and date CD contents can be reviewed at the following website:
www.citizensoftheamericanconstitution.org/Project to Stop Federal Tyranny.htm
Rick Aiello
rick_aiello@yahoo.com
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